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Receiving a handmade lidded box is always a treat.  The feel of the wood, the appearance of 
the grain pattern, a favorite type of wood and the unique shape/design of the box make each 
one special for the recipient as well as the maker. 


Any type wood can be used, but hard woods with very fine grain patterns provide the opportu-
nity for more intricate shapes for the body and lid as well as opening the door to carving, burn-
ing, and other types of embellishment.  The options are limitless once you start experimenting 
and expanding your skills.


We'll take a four step approach to making a lidded box:  


1. Selecting the wood

1. Hard maple is usually a good choice.  You can find clear, figured, birdseye, and am-

brosia in sizes suitable for box making.  Soft maple can be used as well.  Cherry, birch 
and walnut are also good choices. I have tried oak and ash with success but the coarse 
grain pattern is not as adaptable for fine embellishment.  Poplar is usable, but a bit soft.  
Exotic woods are also an option but can be more expensive.  


2. Start with a blank ~ 6” x 2-1/2”.  This will provide enough material for a small box that 
can be made using common turning tools and a single four jaw chuck.  I prefer maple 
or cherry. Mark the centers and rough turn to round.  Put a tenon on both ends.  Tenon 
dimensions of 1/8” long by 1-7/8” diameter should be suitable for most chucks.   
Figure 1.


2. Turn the lid first

1. Place either tenon in the chuck and true the blank

2. Make a parting cut about 2-1/2 inches from the chuck.  The piece remaining in the 

chuck will be the lid. Figure 2.

3. True and face off bottom

4. Make a straight sided tenon on the end you just faced.  The tenon should be 2-1/8” di-

ameter by 1/8” long.  You can make the tenon shorter if you feel comfortable holding a 
short tenon.  I use 1/8 inch to provide a nice fit in the body of the box.  Figure 3.


5. Hollow the lid using a gouge and/or scraper to remove excess weight in the lid. Leave 
1/16 to 1/8 inch material for the tenon. Sand the recess.  This becomes a good place to 
sign and date your work, especially if you embellish the box. Figure 4.


6. Remove the lid blank and insert the tenon in the chuck jaws.  Grip firmly but do not over 
tighten to avoid denting the tenon.  Figure 5.


7. Turn the lid to the desired shape.  Figure 6.

8. Sand through 400 grit at this point.

9. Optional 


9.1.Add mortise inside lid.

9.2.Embellish the lid.  The lid in the later figures has been chattered and colored. 

10. Remove the lid and set it aside for final finishing later.

3. Turning the body


1. Insert the tenon of the piece you parted off earlier.  This will become the body of the 
box.  This sequence will mate with the lid so the grain pattern will match. Figure 7. 


2. True side and face off top.

3. Use a forstner bit to drill a hole 2” deep (55mm) in the mounted blank.  This will set the 

depth for the box body.  Figure 8.

4. Measure the tenon on the LID.  Mark the diameter of the tenon on the end of the body 

blank and turn a mortise to fit the lid tenon.  This make take a bit of effort to get a snug 
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fit so leave the outer wall thickness alone until you are satisfied with the mortise/tenon 
fit.  


5. Partially hollow the body using a scraper.  Figure 9.

6. To interference fit the lid tenon use I piece of tissue paper when inserting the lid (line up 

the grain pattern when placing the lid in the body.)  The fit should be snug.  Figure 10. 
You can now use a detail or small spindle gouge to refine the seam between the lid and 
body.  Work down the box about 1 inch below the lid seam.  To avoid dislodging the lid, 
you want to cut from the lid toward the body.  Now finish sanding the lid and top portion 
of the box.  


7. Remove the lid and complete hollowing the body of the box.

8. You can shape the lower half of the body at this point.

9. Sand the interior of the body at this time.  Figure 11. 

10. Use a depth gauge to establish the bottom of the box.  Mark bottom on the outside of 

the blank and add 5mm (~1/5”) for the final thickness of the bottom.  Make a partial 
parting cut about 90% of the way through and cut off with a fine tooth saw.


11. Place the chuck jaws into the mortise at the open end of the box body.  Expand the 
jaws to grip the box body.  This should be a snug fit; do not expand the jaws too much 
or the body may crack - Figure 12.   Finish turning the bottom of the body leaving a 
slight recess so the final box will sit flat. Figure 13.  


12. Sand the bottom and lower half of the body blending the surface with the top half.  The 
sanding sequence I use is 150/220/320/400 and final pass with a foam-backed 
1220/1500 sanding pad.


13. You’re done!  Figure 14


4. Embellishing and finishing

1. You can work on the exterior of both the body and the lid at this point.

2. Remount the lid and use a chatter tool to decorate the lid.  

3. You can use EEE Ultrashine, Mylands sealer, or danish oil to seal the surface

4. You can apply a paste wax like Mylands, Briwax, or Renaissance wax. 
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Figure 1. Blank - turned round with tenon on 
both  ends.

Figure 2.  Parting the lid from the body.

Figure 3. Lid with tenon. Figure 4.  Lid with tenon - hollowed.  Interior 
complete after sanding.

Figure 5.  Lid reverse chucked and ready for 
external shaping.

Figure 6.  Completed lid.  Optional 
embellishments could be done now.
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Figure 7.  Body ready to turn. figure 8.  Drilling the depth hole.

Figure 9.  Body partially hollowed with mortise 
turned to match lid tenon.

Figure 10.  Body with lid held by “tissue 
tenon” ready for final blending of the body-lid 
joint.   

Figure 11.  Body hollowed and interior 
sanded.

Figure 12.  Body parted and reverse chucked; 
now ready for final exterior shopping.
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Figure 13.  Body shaped to final profile. Figure 14.  The final result!

Figure 15.  A collection of boxes made using this procedure.
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